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Dodecagonal �12-fold� quasiperiodic photonic crystal �DQPC� microcavity lasers sustaining
whispering gallery mode �WGM� are fabricated. Lasing characteristics of DQPC D2 microcavity
lasers are obtained and compared with triangular lattice D2 photonic crystal �PC� lasers, and
ultralow threshold is obtained. The strong WGM mode dependence on 12 nearest airholes of DQPC
D2 microcavity and its fabrication tolerance is investigated and discussed by randomly varying the
lattice of two separate regions. This mode dependence also indicates that one can enhance a WGM
in different PC microcavities by modifying the cavity boundary to be circular. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2402894�

Since photonic crystal �PC� microcavity laser was first
demonstrated by Painter et al.,1 various attractive PC micro-
cavities with different lattices, cavity geometries, and device
structures have been widely investigated.2–5 With photonic
band-gap �PBG� effect, the well-controlled photon flows in
PC microcavities are extremely potential for quantum-
electron dynamics devices and integrated photonic applica-
tions due to its ultrahigh quality �Q� factor and ultralow
threshold. However, the anisotropy of PBG caused by the
low-level symmetry in wave-vector �k� space has been found
and investigated.6,7 Actually, higher-level symmetry can be
obtained by applying quasiperiodic lattice originated from
solid-state physics and the anisotropy of PBG can be re-
duced. PC microcavities with different quasiperiodic lattices
have been investigated in theory by several groups.8–10 As
the mirror of microcavity, quasiperiodic photonic crystal
�QPC� would provide more efficient and uniform in-plane
confinement in all directions,11 which is beneficial to achiev-
ing lasing properties of lower threshold and higher Q factor.
Besides, with proper design, whispering gallery mode
�WGM� with high Q factor can be sustained in a two-
dimensional QPC microcavity, which is confined in-plane by
both the PBG effect and total internal reflection effect. How-
ever, up to date, only a few groups, for example, Nozaki and
Baba8 and Kim et al.,10 make efforts on the study of local-
ized states in dodecagonal �12-fold� QPC �DQPC� micro-
cavities in experiments. In this letter, we design and fabricate
DQPC microcavity lasers formed by seven missing airholes
�D2� using finite-difference time-domain �FDTD� method
and a series of dry/wet etching processes. We obtain the las-
ing characteristics of DQPC D2 microcavities and compared
them with triangular lattice PC lasers with similar cavity
sizes. We also investigate the strong WGM mode depen-
dence on the 12 nearest airholes and the tolerance of fabri-
cation imperfection in DQPC microcavity lasers from statis-
tical measurement results by randomly varying the positions
of 12 nearest or outer airholes.

At first, we calculate the profiles of resonance modes in
the DQPC D2 microcavity using two-dimensional �2D�
FDTD method with an approximated index of 2.7. One cal-

culated mode presents zero-order radial WGM profile with
azumithal number 6 �W6 mode�, as shown in Fig. 1�a�,
which agrees with the results in Ref. 9. W6 mode is a very
potential mode due to its high Q factor �over 200 000 �Ref.
12�� contributed to the good consistency with cavity geom-
etry. More important, its central node with zero field distri-
bution is quite suitable for electrical injection structure used
in microdisk lasers. In Fig. 1�a�, we also show the other two
zero-order radial modes with azumithal numbers 5 �W5
mode� and 4 �W4 mode� and a first-order radial mode with
azumithal number 3 �W3 mode�, which are with lower Q
factors and near the W6 mode in spectrum. In this report, we
will focus on the W6 mode. More details of simulation pa-
rameters and related simulations can be found in recent re-
ports by our group13 and Nozaki et al.8

In fabrication, at first, the epitaxial structure consisting
of four 10 nm compressively strained InGaAsP multi-
quantum-wells �MQWs� on InP substrate as the active layer
with 1550 nm central wavelength under photoluminescence
�PL� is prepared. Then we deposit Si3N4 layer as an etching
mask by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition pro-
cess. A polymethylmethacrylate electron-beam resist layer is

a�FAX: 886-3-5735601; electronic mail: ricky.eo94g@nctu.edu.tw

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Main resonance mode, WGM, with azumithal
number 6 �W6 mode� is calculated by 2D FDTD method. Other resonance
modes �W3, W4, and W5� near the W6 mode in spectrum are also calcu-
lated. �b� Top view and tilted view SEM pictures of a typical DQPC D2
microcavity. The fabricated lattice constant and airhole radius are 600 and
220 nm.
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spun on Si3N4 layer, and the DQPC microcavity patterns are
defined by electron-beam lithography system. For transfer-
ring DQPC patterns into InGaAsP/InP layers, the induc-
tively coupled plasma/reactive ion etching �ICP/RIE� system
is used. The Si3N4 hard mask is etched by CHF3/O2 mixed
gas in RIE-mode dry etching, and then CH4/Cl2 /H2 mixed
gas is used to transfer the patterns into MQWs at 150 °C in
ICP etching mode. Finally, a suspended membrane is formed
by HCl selective wet etching. The top view and tilted view
scanning electron microscope �SEM� pictures of fabricated
high quality DQPC D2 microcavity are shown in Fig. 1�b�.
The fabricated lattice constant �a� and airhole radius �r� are
600 and 220 nm.

In the PL measurements, the microcavity is optically
pulse pumped at room temperature by a laser diode of
845 nm with 25 ns pulse width and 0.5% duty cycle. Light
emitted from the cavity is collected by a multimode fiber and
detected by an optical spectrum analyzer. The light-in light-
out curve �L-L curve� and typical lasing spectrum of DQPC
D2 microcavity are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. We obtain
the ultralow threshold of 0.15 mW of DQPC D2 microcavity
from the L-L curve and its full width at half maximum
�FWHM� is 0.15 nm at 1572 nm. We also fabricate PC D2
microcavity laser with triangular lattice by the same process
and on the same wafer for comparisons. The Q factor of
main lasing mode of PC D2 microcavity is about
3000–4000.14 Its L-L curve and SEM picture are shown in
Fig. 2�a� and its inset. The threshold of PC D2 microcavity
laser with single-mode lasing at a similar lasing wavelength
is 0.6 mW and its FWHM is around 0.3 nm, which both
indicate the better performance of DQPC lasers resulted from
the more uniform and efficient confinement provided by
DQPC and the presence of WGM. Besides, this threshold of
0.15 mW is also lower than the 0.3 mW of the single-defect
microcavity laser with lower symmetry �eightfold� QPCs in
our previous work.13

In Fig. 1�a�, the W6 mode profile has good consistency
with the gears formed by the 12 nearest airholes surrounding
the cavity. This also implies the strong mode dependence of
W6 mode on the positions of 12 nearest airholes. To obtain
more direct evidence supporting this assumption, we ran-
domly vary the positions of the 12 nearest airholes �denoted
by red circles, region A� and the outer airholes �denoted by
blue circles, region B� separately, as shown in Fig. 3�a�. The
degrees of variation are from 1% to 7% of lattice constant

with fixed r /a ratio and lattice constant. Lasing spectra of
devices with randomly varying the airhole positions in re-
gions A and B are shown in Fig. 3�b�. The wavelength fluc-
tuations for the region-A and -B cases are 19 and 2.5 nm,
respectively. In the region-A case, when 12 nearest airhole
positions are randomly shifted, the original W6 mode tends
to self-optimize its resonance behavior according to this fluc-
tuation and the constructive interference condition provided
by the nearest air holes is degraded. However, in the
region-B case, it can be treated as the modal boundary con-
dition �positions of 12 nearest airholes� is invariant, leads to
almost the same lasing wavelength and threshold. The small
wavelength variation of 2.5 nm in the region-B case is
caused by very slight hole-radius differences occurred during
the electron-beam lithography process. Besides, the band gap
shifting effect caused by the lattice fluctuation can be ne-
glected due to the relative large band gap of DQPCs.10 In
Fig. 3�a�, we also show examples of mode distortions for the
two cases with the same variation degree of 5%. One can see
significant mode distortion for the region-A case, but not for
the region-B case compared to Fig. 1�a�. Thus, the lasing
wavelength variation is mainly caused by randomly varying
the region-A lattice, which indicates the strong mode depen-
dency of W6 mode on the 12 nearest airholes.

The statistical measurement results of these two cases
are summarized in Table I. The number of sampling devices
is over 300. For the region-A case, lasing actions are not
always observed with lattice variation degree of 5%. When
the lattice variation degree increases up to 7%, only 40% of
devices exhibit lasing actions with much higher thresholds
than those without variation. However, for the region-B case,
we still observe lasing actions for 90% of devices when the
variation increases up to 7%. These statistical results, once

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Typical L-L curves of DQPC and triangular PC
D2 microcavity lasers. The thresholds of DQPC and PC D2 lasers can be
estimated as 0.15 and 0.6 mW at similar lasing wavelengths. �b� Typical
lasing spectrum of DQPC D2 microcavity laser. The lasing wavelength is
1572 nm and its FWHM is 0.15 nm.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Illustration of two variation regions, the 12 near-
est airholes �denoted by red circles, region A� and the outer airholes �de-
noted by blue circles, region B� in DQPC D2 microcavity. The mode dis-
tortions of these two cases with the same variation degree of 5% are also
shown. �b� Lasing spectra of devices with different variation degrees in
regions A and B. Lasing wavelength variations for the region-A and -B cases
are 19 and 2.5 nm.

TABLE I. Observed lasing actions of DQPC D2 microcavity lasers with
different variation regions and degrees. The sampling devices are over 300.

Variation 0% 1%–4% 5% 7%

Region A 100% 100% 70% 40%
Region B 100% 100% 100% 90%
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again, directly indicate the strong mode dependence of W6
mode on 12 nearest airholes. Furthermore, we also investi-
gate the case with both region-A and -B variations. The las-
ing action is not always observed when the lattice variation
degree is 5%. This means that the allowed variation degree is
still much larger than the variation occurred in present
electron-beam lithography process, which promises suffi-
cient fabrication tolerance with constant device performance.

For past decades, WGM shows strong potential in mi-
croscale laser cavity due to its high Q factor. However, in
most PC microcavities, for example, triangular PC D2 mi-
crocavity, WGM is weakly confined and exists with only
several hundreds or lower Q factor due to the mismatch be-
tween cavity boundary and its mode profile. The calculated
WGM profile in triangular PC D2 microcavity by FDTD
method shown in Fig. 4 shows this phenomenon. As a result,
the strong mode dependence on cavity boundary geometry of
WGM in DQPC microcavity discussed above is quite impor-
tant. It clearly indicates that one can enhance or well localize
a high Q WGM in different PC microcavities by modifying
only the nearest airholes of the microcavity to be a circular
geometry. According to this conclusion, we shift the posi-
tions of six nearest airholes at cavity boundary denoted by
blue circles outward to the positions denoted by red circles,
as shown in Fig. 4 for a triangular PC D2 microcavity. Under
this modification, we successfully obtain a well-confined
WGM in this microcavity with circular cavity boundary, as
shown in Fig. 4.

In summary, we investigate the WGM in DQPC �12-
fold� D2 microcavity by FDTD method and fabricate the real
devices by a series of etching processes. We obtain much
lower threshold of 0.15 mW compared to 0.6 mW of trian-

gular PC D2 microcavity at similar lasing wavelengths,
which is ascribed to the better confinement provided by
DQPCs and presence of WGM. We also investigate the
WGM mode dependence on the cavity geometry by varying
the positions of 12 nearest airholes and outer airholes sepa-
rately. From statistical measurement results, we show the
large fabrication imperfection tolerance up to 4%, which is
much larger than the variation occurred in present electron-
beam lithography process. At last, according to the strong
mode dependence on the 12 nearest airholes of WGM in
DQPC microcavity, we successfully enhance a well-confined
WGM in triangular PC D2 microcavity by shifting the posi-
tions of nearest airholes to be circular cavity boundary.
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